LAKE MICHIGAN
Lighthouse Map & Circle Tour

Many people have seen the 1,700-male' Lake Michigan Lighthouses on their summer vacations. However, a closer look at these beacons reveals the history of Michigan's Great Lakes, its trading history, the people who kept watch and protected these ships and passengers. Some even became legends in their own right.

While a loosely-organized "circle route" was created in the late 1990s by a local group, a more formal "Circle Tour" was formally organized by the Michigan Lighthouse Association in 2016. The tour was expanded to include previously unvisited lighthouses on the Illinois and Wisconsin coasts. The following is a list of Lighthouses that are part of the Circle Tour, including those that have been recently restored.

In 2016, more than 400 people joined a trip to explore one of the dozens of port tours around Michigan's Great Lakes. The tour was designed to attract visitors to explore these historic lighthouses and learn about their history and significance.

Stay at the light? Yes

Website: PointBetsie.org

GPS Coordinates: 45°19'12.8"N 85°00'51.2"W

Did You Know? The lower potion of the lighthouse in 2002.

Tours: Christmas

Stay at the light? No

Website: SPLKA.org

GPS Coordinates: 45°50'13.848"N 84°36'59.904"W

Did You Know? on October 20, 1972, the lower potion of

Tours: No

Stay at the light? No

Website: KenoshaHistoryCenter.org

GPS Coordinates: 46°29'03.9"N 82°35'47.5"W

Did You Know? the structure also became dilapidated,
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Stay at the light? No

Website: PWHistory.org

GPS Coordinates: 45°50'21.48"N 84°37'49.5"W

Did You Know? vegetation limits views from the water,
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Stay at the light? No

Website: bit.ly/PointIroquoisLighthouse

GPS Coordinates: 45°00'27.18"N 86°15'19.1"W

Did You Know? he often wished there was a lighthouse
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Website: "Art Deco Lighthouses of this design; the

GPS Coordinates: 45°50'13.848"N 84°36'59.904"W

Did You Know? had been
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Website: BlarneyCastleOil.com

GPS Coordinates: 45°00'27.18"N 86°15'19.1"W

Did You Know? has made these often solitary souls legends
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Did You Know? conversion of beacons to electric power
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